Let Ç(s) denote the Riemann zeta function defined for s = a + it with a> 1 by oo C(s) = £/r*.
Of central importance in number theory is the distribution of the complex zeros of f(s), all of which are in the critical strip 0 < a < 1 and are symmetrically located about the real axis and about the critical line a = 1/2. Riemann conjectured in 1859 that all of these zeros are on the critical line; this conjecture, which is still unproved, is known as the Riemann Hypothesis.
The number of zeros of Ç(s) in the region 0 < t < T of the critical strip is denoted N(T) and is given asymptotically by
N(T) -^ log T
as T -• oo. In 1942 Selberg [8] proved that a positive proportion of the zeros of Ç(s) are on the critical line; that is, if NQ(T) denotes the number of zeros of Ç(s) in 0 < t < T which are on the critical line, then Selberg's result is that
We will call K the proportion of zeros of Ç(s) on the critical line. (Note that K = 1 does not imply the Riemann Hypothesis.) Selberg did not give a numerical lower bound for K.
In 1973 Levinson [7] developed a new method and proved that K > 1/3. It was noticed by Heath-Brown [5] and independently by Selberg that Levinson's method actually proves the stronger assertion that at least 1/3 of the zeros of Ç(s) are simple and on the critical line.
We extend Levinson's method to prove Levinson's method depends on the ability to give an asymptotic formula for the mean square on a vertical line segment {a + it : T < t < 2T} of a linear combination of Ç(s) and its derivatives multiplied by a mollifier here 11/2 -a\ < (log T)" 1 and the mollifier coefficients are given by
»<»>="<»)'(T^)
where ju is the Möbius function and P is a polynomial which satisfies JP ( 
